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MARKET NETWORK ANALYSIS - MARCH 2021: Northeast Syria
METHODOLOGY
This Market Network Analysis focused on four necessary item types using a Key Informant (KI) methodology, 
where KIs were selected based on their community-level and sector-specific knowledge. KIs were asked 
where individuals in their communities go to purchase four items types: fuel, hygiene items, fresh food 
and bulk food. KI reports of people from one community traveling to another community to access markets 
indicate a market network “connection” between the respective communities, as depicted on the maps.  The 
importance of a market hub was assessed by looking at the number of surrounding communities served by 
the market hub, as well as the geographical reach of a market hub. The geographical reach was defined by 
calculating the area of a convex hull containing the market hub and the surrounding communities. 

The terms indicating item types are not strictly defined but rather self-explanatory. Therefore, it can be 
interpreted that fuel consists of fuel used for different purposes (e.g. transport, cooking or heating), and the 
same applies to hygiene items. The distinction between fresh food and bulk food is made accordingly so that 
bulk food consists of packaged goods sold in bulk, such as ghee/vegetable oil, red lentils, rice, salt, sugar 
and tomato paste, whereas fresh meat, fruits and vegetables are included in fresh food.

Data collection took place from 15–25 March 2021. REACH relied on a network of Syria-based enumerators 
in accessible locations throughout Al-Hasakeh, Ar-Raqqa, Deir-Ez-Zor and northeast Aleppo, who conducted 
1,132 interviews with KIs (one per community) located in the communities that they are reporting on. Due 
to security and COVID-19 concerns, data collection was conducted via phone interviews. The analysis is 
not representative of all market communities or networks, but is rather indicative of the market networks 
reported by KIs.  

KEY FINDINGS
Around one third (34%) of the assessed communities have no kind of functioning markets,1 making traveling 
to outside markets the only option. In almost every assessed community (96%), KIs reported people 
traveling to outside markets for some product categories. Besides being forced to travel due to the lack 
of markets, better selection, cheaper prices and better quality of goods were other commonly reported 
reasons for traveling. Moreover, if markets existed, KIs often reported that the quantity of goods available 
in local markets was not sufficient to meet the demand. As a challenge to accessing markets, in 77% of the 
assessed communities KIs reported people having no cash or low purchasing power, which underscores 
the pressing situation caused by the depreciation of Syrian Pound that has led prices of common goods to 
soar. For challenges when traveling to outside markets, the KIs reported the well-known problems, such as 
lack of transportation (in 86% of assessed communities), high price of transportation (77%) and markets 
being too far (44%). In 29% (318) of assessed communities KIs reported travel to outside markets being 
affected by road damage. 

KIs in only 11% of the assessed communities reported that all four different market types were fully 
functioning. In 89% of the communities, some market types either did not exist, or they were only partially 
functioning. Reported challenges to running a proper market include community lacking people with capital 
or means to run a proper market with all necessary items in stock (reported by KIs in between 76% and 
92% of assessed communities depending on the item type). Moreover, supply challenges and/or profitability 
were also often mentioned reasons across all item categories (in 34%-70% of assessed communities). 
Physical damage to infrastructure was also mentioned as a reason (streets and roads:12%, electricity: 7%). 

1 Percentage of assessed communities without a functioning market: fuel market: 65%, hygiene item market: 36%, 
fresh food market: 48% and bulk food market: 35%

INTRODUCTION
This Market Network Analysis was conducted in order to gain an understanding of the functionality 
of markets and the interdependencies between markets and communities in covered locations. 
The analysis illustrates the market locations that communities rely on. This analysis aims to 
support humanitarian actors in the quick identification of communities that would likely be affected 
should a market fall out of service, and in the implementation of market-based interventions in 
this region.

Table: Percentage of assessed communities where KIs reported functioning markets and 
traveling to outside markets

Fuel Hygiene Items Fresh Food Bulk Food
Market (full functionality) 14% 21% 24% 21%
Market (limited functionality) 21% 43% 28% 44%
Travelled to markets 92% 90% 88% 92%

https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/WFP-0000127180.pdf
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1. Market Hubs

MAP TITLE

Note on the map

This map shows the most important market centers for different kinds of 
commodities in Northeast Syria. The market center has been classified as 
“important“ for a commodity if it supports at least 30 surrounding communities. 
For example, Shaddadah was considered an important market hub for fuel as 
30 or more communities relied on it for fuel, whereas its importance as a market 
hub for the rest of the item types was less significant.
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2. Fuel Market Network

MAP TITLE

Note on the map

This map illustrates the connections between communities and fuel markets. It 
also shows how important certain markets were for the surrounding communities 
- many of which had no functioning fuel markets in their own communities. Only 
35% of the assessed communities had a fuel market, and only 14% of the 
communities had a fully functioning fuel market. A fuel station was found in 9% 
of the assessed communities. 

Note that the distances of connections (lengths of lines) do not take into account 
road conditions or the terrain, which may in part explain why communities 
sometimes do not choose to go to the nearest market. 
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3. Hygiene Items Market Network

MAP TITLE

Note on the map

This map illustrates the connections between communities and markets of 
hygiene items. Given the current COVID-19 situation, it is concerning that 
in only 21% of assessed communities, KIs reported that their community 
had a fully functioning hygiene market. Furthermore, in 33% of assessed 
communities KIs reported that the markets in their community were not 
sufficient. 

Note that the distances of connections (lengths of lines) do not take into 
account road conditions or the terrain, which may in part explain why 
communities sometimes do not choose to go to the nearest market. 
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4. Fresh Food Market Network

MAP TITLE

Note on the map

This map illustrates the connections between communities and fresh food 
markets. Only 24% of the assessed communities had a fully functioning fresh 
food market and 48% had no fresh food market at all. 

Note that the distances of connections (lengths of lines) do not take into account 
road conditions or the terrain, which may in part explain why communities 
sometimes do not choose to go to the nearest market. 
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5. Bulk Food Market Network

MAP TITLE

Note on the map

This map illustrates the connections between communities and bulk 
food markets. Out of all item types, bulk food markets were the most 
widely available in the assessed communities: In 65% of the assessed 
communities KIs reported fully or partially functioning bulk food markets. 

Note that the distances of connections (lengths of lines) do not take into 
account road conditions or the terrain, which may in part explain why 
communities sometimes do not choose to go to the nearest market. 
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6. Market Security

MAP TITLE

Note on the map

This map illustrates the security situation in the assessed sub-
districts based on the recorded security events between 15 
December 2020 and 15 March 2021 - the three month period 
preceding the data collection. The recorded incidents included 
battles, explosions/remote violence, protests or riots and violence 
against civilians. Please note that the breakdown of different 
events has been given for sub-districts where the number of 
recorded events exceeded ten in the time period. 


